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Subject: Inheritance and restitution in the light of free movement

A citizen of one Member State living in another Member State 1 took steps to recover their great-
grandparents’ agricultural land. 2

The citizen alleges that the certification from the mayor’s office which was required under the 
administrative practice at the time was not received. The citizen did receive certification of the 
ownership of the agricultural land from the office concerned, based on the great-grandparents’ entry 
in the Agricultural Register. On this basis the citizen exploited the land and applied for EU funding.

The authorities took legal action against the citizen 3 . According to the indictment, an official was 
persuaded to issue the certificate who was not authorised to do so; the official was acquitted, whilst 
the citizen in question was given a suspended sentence, the land was appropriated and the citizen 
was forced to repay the funding.

1. In principle, can EU law require the authorities and courts acting in this instance to consider 
whether the free movement of capital, the relevant procedural rules and the principle of 
proportionality have been violated in this case? 4

2. In principle, does EU case-law on taking evidence into account have to be considered, 5 and do 
the courts have to ask the Court of Justice of the European Union for its position? 6

 

1 Romania, and the citizen in question is a Hungarian national
2 Pursuant to the Commission’s answer to Question No E-000700/2018, restitution falls within the scope of the 

application of EU law and, according to the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Union, comes 
under the free movement of capital.

3 Case file No 1899/96/2014, i.e. subsequent to the accession to the EU of the Member State concerned
4 Court of Justice of the European Union, Case C-52/16
5 Court of Justice of the European Union, Deutsche Milchkontor, Case 215/82 
6 If administrative practice is that the Agricultural Register is sufficient to prove ownership in similar cases, 

registration in the property register is not required.


